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 Digitization is the process of converting document into a digital format called digitized 
documents. Existing digitization systems help to organized digitized documents and 

helps on retrieving them easily. In this paper, the researchers create an easier way to 

retrieve a digitized document. The researchers aim to design and develop a real-time 

digitized document crawler and retrieval engine. This system automatically fetches the 

digitized documents on your local directory and helps you organize them on their way 

to a server directory. Additionally, this system allows you to retrieve the digitized 
documents through text-based search using revised string similarity algorithm, which is 

a way easier than searching through their filename or keywords. The system was well-
acknowledge by the respondents as a very helpful system to organize digitized 

document, find for digitized document easily and efficiently and secure the confidential 

digitized document well, though the real-time crawler and text-extraction process was 
not well-introduced and considered to be kept as a hidden process to not confuse the 

respondents from the complexity of the processes involved on the whole system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Document management plays a decisive role in modern electronic government applications. Because 

today's authorities face the challenge of increasing the efficiency and quality of work while decreasing the 

duration of their government processes, a flexible and adaptable document management system is needed for 

large electronic government applications (Kunis et al, 2007).  

 A new approach that helps to face this challenge is a document management model based on two new 

concepts that extend common document management facilities - hierarchical process folders and security levels. 

Organizing large volumes of physical records are difficult and there are instances where it can be difficult to 

extract a record from a large volume of them. Without the use of an efficient and effective document 

management system, it is almost certain that management of documents will be prone to human error (Akasaha 

et al, 2011).  

 In 2013, Yao stated in his study that many problems will arise when we are dealing with traditional paper-

based documents. Electronic Document Management System (EDMS) is needed by many organizations to 

properly manage large volumes of physical documents. Some studies have shown that the use of electronic 

records management give birth to foundations that produce efficient governance and commendable performance 

as well. One of the significant advantages of having such a system is the ease of information retrieval.  

 With the growth of the information technology (IT) power, and with the emergence of new technologies, 

the number of threats a user is supposed to deal with grow exponentially. There are characteristics for securing 

records that are managed by a recordkeeping system and one of the characteristics is confidentiality - that only 

authorized parties can access the information while unauthorized users are to be denied access(Terec et al, 

2011).  

 All the cryptographic algorithms developed can be implemented with software. Cited from the study of 

Amandeep Kaur, Puneet Bhardwaj, Naveen Kumar in 2013, the study of mathematical techniques related to 

aspects of information security such as confidentiality, data integrity, entity and data origin authentication is 

called cryptography. It is about prevention and detection of cheating and other malicious activities, 

characterized by the use of a single key to perform both the encrypting and decrypting of data. An example of 

this is the Rijndael cryptography algorithm. This is an iterative private key symmetric block cipher which 
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process data blocks of 128 bits through the use of cipher keys. It involves the use of a secret key known only to 

the participants of the secure communication.  

 The Philippine Electronic Commerce Act (Republic Act No.8792) provides for the recognition and use of 

electronic commercial and non-commercial transactions and documents, penalties for unlawful use thereof and 

for other purposes. According to this, an electronic document shall be regarded as the equivalent of an original 

document under the Best Evidence Rule if it is a printout or output readable by sight or other means, shown to 

reflect the data accurately (COP, 2000). The Philippines Rules of Court on Electronic Evidence (SC, 2001) 

reiterates this stating that electronic documents are considered as functional equivalent of paper-based 

documents. Whenever a rule of evidence refers to the term of writing, document, record, instrument, 

memorandum or any other form of writing, such term shall be deemed to include an electronic document as 

defined in these rules.  

 Over the years as technology keeps improving, more and more technological devices have been innovated 

such as digital devices. This digital device, namely, the image scanner is a device that is used to produce an 

image. An image scanner scans printed documents, printed images, etc. and converts it to digital image. For an 

example, since companies and offices are using scanners for their printed documents in these past few years, 

more images are produced. As the printed documents increases, images also increase.  

 In a 2012 study by Ramana on Information Retrieval (IR), he stated that image retrieval is becoming a 

province of increasing and essential importance in the present world. The IR field is described as accurate and 

speedy access to a large amount of information which can be in the form of text documents, image collections, 

video or other multimedia objects.  

 Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is a part in Information Retrieval field. CBIR refers to image content 

that is retrieved directly, by which the images with certain features or containing certain content will be 

searched in an image database. The main idea of CBIR is to analyze image information by low level features of 

an image, which include color, edge relationship of objects etc., and to set up feature vectors of an image as its 

index. Currently, CBIR is regarded as one of the most effective ways of accessing visual data. (Nagpure, 2013).  

 In another study made by Kinariwala (2013), CBIR has very broad and important applications in many 

areas including military affairs, medical science, education, architectural design, the justice department and 

agriculture, etc. Many CBIR systems have been developed gradually. Typical examples of the CBIR retrieval 

systems include QBIC, Virage, Photobook, VisualSEEk, Netra, and SIMPLIcity, etc. The progress of CBIR 

research was lucidly summarized at a high level in. Features are the basis for CBIR, which are certain visual 

properties of an image.  

 On an earlier note, Babu (2010) cited that CBIR or Content Based Image Retrieval is the retrieval of images 

based on visual features such as color and shape. The reasons for its development are that in many large image 

databases, traditional methods of image indexing have proven to be insufficient, laborious, and extremely time 

consuming. These old methods of image indexing, ranging from storing an image in the database and 

associating it with a keyword or number, to associating it with a categorized description, have become obsolete. 

In CBIR, each image that is stored in the database has its features extracted and compared to the features of the 

query image. It involves two steps, the first step in the process is the feature extraction, extracting image 

features to a distinguishable extent. The second step is matching, this involves matching features to yield a result 

that is visually similar.  

 Gowri in 2012 mentioned in his study that a key component of the Content Based Image Retrieval system is 

feature extraction. A feature is a characteristic that can capture a certain visual property of an image either 

globally for the whole image, or locally for objects or regions. Some key issues related to CBIR systems are the 

following. First, how the extracted features can present image contents. Second, how to determine the similarity 

between images based on their extracted features.  

 Under the premise of a given query image, and according to the information of the image content or the 

query standard, CBIR searches and finds out the images that meet the query requirements in the image library. 

There are mainly three key steps: first, selecting the appropriate image characteristics; second, adopting the 

effective feature extraction method; third, using the effective feature matching algorithm (Yun Lifen, 2014).  

 A study conducted by Liu in 2014 quoted that in the recent years, along with the rapid development of 

computer network techniques, a huge number of digital images have appeared on the internet. As a kind of 

concrete multi-media information with intuitive expression, images have been paid more and more attention to 

by people. If the image data could not be managed efficiently, large quantities of information will be lost, and 

the desired images could not be efficiently retrieved and utilized by people when needed. Therefore, helping 

users find their desired images and managing these images efficiently is becoming an increasingly concerned 

topic.  

 However, CBIR, one of the existing technologies, only retrieves color, texture, and shape of the image 

content, but, it will not retrieve image according to the text that the image contains. Due to limited functionality 

of the previous studies, the researchers aimed to develop a system search engine that retrieves image using its 

text content, and automatically detects image updates as an additional function of the image retrieval. Since the 
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content retrieval of existing projects are based on similarities, shape, texture, and color, this proposed study was 

based on the text content of the images. The system used a method that automatically crawl updates from 

images on the local file machine. As an addition, threats are also circulating in the technological world, so in 

order to secure the image, confidentiality is concern. The system utilized a method that secured the image on the 

local file machine.  

 Due to the inability of the current digitization system in retrieving image through text-based search and in 

detecting updates whenever there are changes and additional digitized documents. This study aimed to develop 

an application that can detect digitized document updates every time inside a directory. 

 

1. Methodology: 

Design of the System: 

Analysis: 

 Through thorough study on the existing search and retrieval system problems, which are the inability to 

retrieve digitized documents through text-content and inability to detect new digitized documents on a directory 

during computer system runtime, the researchers designed an application that crawl through file directories 

automatically to scan and detect for digitized documents and provide a retrieval engine for the digitized 

documents through text-based search. Through the tested and proven usability of VB.NET, we created a simple 

and user-friendly user-interface and functionalities that will help users to use the search engine efficiently.  

 

Database Design: 

 MySQL is a widely used open-source relational database management system (RDBMS). It’s fast and 

secure in transmitting and manipulating data. Though it’s difficult to deploy with most of .NET applications, it 

is the easiest to use and good database for centralized management and can handle lots of bytes of data.  

 The system used MySQL database for saving image information namely, the text extracted from the image, 

the image file name, and the image file source. To achieve this, a table and the fields are set for the extracted 

information. The table name is tbl_file_details. The fields are FileDetail_ID, FileDetail_Name, 

FileDetail_Source, FileDetail_Category, FileDetail_Status, FileDetail_EncCode, and FileDetail_OCR. 

FileDetial_ID column is the storage for the ID, FileDetial_Name is column that holds the name of the digitized 

document, FileDetail_Source stores the file directory where digitized document is located, FileDetail_Category 

stores the category, FileDetail_Status stores the confidential status of the digitized document whether it’s a 

public file or a confidential file,  

 FileDetail_EncCode stores the encryption key that used to encrypt the confidential files and the 

FileDetail_OCR holds the extracted characters from the digitized document. 

 

System Architecture: 

 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture. 

 

 Figure 1 shows the system architecture of DigitEyez shows the interaction between the whole components 

needed for the system to work. The users have to enter query using the Input/output (IO) devices, these I/O 

queries are categorizing, searching, retrieving and managing users, department, categories and file requests.  

 For the digitized documents, categorizing them is a very important process; this allows the system to 

organize the digitized documents on the server directory. The system provides users a list of categories for the 

digitized documents. Categories are manageable on super-user part, categories can be updated, deleted and 

super-user can also add new categories. Users just have to choose a category for the digitized documents then 

upload them to server directory through the system.  

 In searching and retrieving, the data taken from the I/O devices will be used as queries to the database to 

look for a matching data. The matching data will be returned and displayed to the user and can be retrieved 
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through the system. On retrieving digitized document, the system provides two options for the user; open file 

and open file location. For confidential digitized documents, the system also provides two options for the user; 

request a copy and send a copy.  

 Sending a copy of the digitized documents can only be done by the users who are on the same department 

as the user who uploaded the digitized document to the server directory. On contrary side, users who don’t have 

the rights on the confidential digitized document can request a copy for the file.  

 The super-user is the only one who can manage the users, departments and categories. Like the category as 

mentioned, the super-user can also add, edit and delete a department. Managing users, super-user can activate 

user account or deny user accessibility to the system. Super-user can also manage the confidential file request; 

super-user can approve or deny a request.  

 Crawling and text extraction function shows the interaction between the system and the file directories. The 

crawler traverses digitized documents inside file directories and return a list of digitized documents to be 

prepared for text extraction. After text extraction, digitized document information will be saved to the database 

ready for searching and retrieval. Background process also possess the encryption and decryption of files, after 

saving text extractions on database, if the crawler detected that the digitized document is a confidential file, the 

encryption of file comes in and decryption of file comes in with user’s request for a confidential file. 

 

Data Flow Diagram: 

 
Fig. 2: Data Flow Diagram. 

 

 Figure 2 illustrates the flow of the data starting from uploading of the digitized document to search and then 

to retrieve the file. First thing to process is to upload digitized documents on user’s local machine anywhere the 

user desired to upload the files, in anyway on the proposed system, users have to locate the directory where the  

digitized documents are stored on their local machine. On categorizing and deciding for file confidentiality of 

the digitized documents is where the files will be very valuable to the proposed system.  

 Categorizing and deciding for file confidentiality of the digitized document is a crucial part for the process 

ahead. This allows the digitized document to be organized by folders on the server file directory. On any case, 

digitized documents can be uploaded directly to the server file directory but creating folders inside the server 

directory can give the digitized document crawler the disability on recognizing the file’s category and 

confidentiality.  

 From categorizing the digitized documents to create an organized tree of file folders, the digitized document 

crawler will be traversing each folder inside the server file directories to recognize the uploaded digitized 

documents.  

 Digitized documents that have not been recognized yet by the digitized document crawler are going to be 

fetched from text-extraction process.  

 Text-extraction process is the extraction of the digitized document’s text characters. The extracted text 

characters from the digitized documents will give an important value for the digitize document for the users later 

in the searching and retrieving part. The text characters will be saved to the database together with the other 
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information of the digitized document. The digitized documents that have been categorized as confidential file 

will be fetched to the encryption process. 

 Encryption process and decryption process is designed to protect the confidential files to be viewed by the 

unauthorized entities. The confidential digitized documents are assigned to a key which will be used to protect 

the files.  

 This process will give the users the inabilities to open the file and give the file a security.  

 Upon searching and retrieving for digitized documents, the user query is used to find matching text and 

related ones in the database. Matching texts found will be seen through the file directories of the digitized 

document and will be displayed in the search result view then will be prepared for retrieval. Confidential 

digitized document is presented on the system as pixelated version of the original file, because the original file is 

encrypted and is unable to be opened by the Users, unless the Users are given permission by the Super User to 

have a copy on a confidential file until then the system will send a copy of the confidential file to the user.  

 Managing of users, departments, categories, and file requests are handled by the Super User. Approved 

users by the administrator only have the access to use the system. This allows the system to have its initial 

security for the files specially the digitized documents mark as confidential to be retrieve using the application.  

 Managing of users, department, category, and file requests are handled by Super-user. Approved users by 

the administrator only have the access to use the system. This allows the system to have its initial security for 

the files specially the digitized documents mark as confidential to be retrieve using the application.  

 

Development of the System: 

Front-End Software Requirements: 

 Developing front-end and back-end process requires both of them to be synchronous on data handling. The 

front-end is the text-based search engine the researchers provide for the users. The back-end is the crawler and 

text extraction process the researchers provide for the front-end. Development of front end requires the 

following software:  

 Visual Studio 2013 is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) from Microsoft. It also supports 

different programming languages like .NET, C, C++, C# and F#. Visual Studio uses Microsoft software 

development platforms. The researchers used .NET because it has the support and functions needed to develop 

the system, it has developer-friendly language syntax and good for rapid application development  

 Wamp Server is a Windows web development environment. It allows you to create web applications with 

Apache2, PHP and a MySQL database. Alongside, PhpMyAdmin allows you to manage easily your databases.  

 Emgu CV is a cross platform .Net wrapper to the OpenCV image processing library. Tesseract OCR comes 

along with installing Emgu CV. It is compatible in some languages such as C#, VB, IronPython and some more. 

It is compiled by Visual Studio, Xamarin Studio and Unity which can be run on Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, 

iOS, Android and Windows Phone.  

 

Front-End Software Development: 

 All front-ends was developed and designed with Visual Studio 2013 using Visual Basic .NET programming 

language. One features of the system is it has a preview pane that shows the digitized document, this feature was 

provided with the aid of Emgu CV.  

 The text-based search engine is the core of the front-end process. To be able for the text-based search to 

function widely, the researchers developed an algorithm that could produce results relatively close to String 

Similarity Algorithm by Simon White but can work with SQL query. The text-based search does not only query 

for the strings given by the user but also query for similar substring contained from the given string which was 

why the researchers selected this algorithm as suited for searching.  

 Using similarity algorithm alone cannot produce enough results. Although MySQL database has soundex 

and string matching functions, they are still not enough to produce a satisfactory result, which is why the 

researchers improvised the string similarity algorithm that can work with querying to MySQL database. 

Revision of string similarity algorithm also comes with the reason that Tesseract OCR on the background 

process can only produce an accuracy of eighty percent (80%) on recognizing so it must be flexible with the 

produced extractions to produce enough results for the search query.  

 

Back-End Software Requirements: 

 Tesseract Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is an open source OCR engine and free software that is 

released under Apache License 2.0 and the development of this OCR has been sponsored by Google. The 

Tesseract OCR could recognize English, French, Spanish and some other languages. Additionally, it can be 

trained to work in other languages that you wanted.  

 Rijndael is an encryption algorithm that has been selected as a candidate for the Advance Encryption 

Standard (AES) by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The Rijndael algorithm is a new 
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generation symmetric block cipher that supports key sizes of 128, 192 and 256 bits, with data handled in 128-bit 

blocks.  

 

Back-End Software Development: 

 The crawler and text-extraction process is developed to run on system start-up and will be running on 

background as shown in figure 3. The researchers developed the process on this method to ensure that it can 

detect every time there is new or updated digitized document. These processes runs independently and separate 

from front-end. 

 
 

Fig. 3: Code snippet for running on system start-up. 

 

 Crawling directories and files are the core of the system; this is possible with the aid of VB.NET Recursive 

File Directory Function as shown in the figure 4. This function traverses your directories and files recursively. 

Researchers created a crawler using this function to check for new digitized documents and detect new updates 

on the digitized documents inside the local directory and server directory. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Code snippet for crawling directories. 

 

 New digitized document detected on user’s local directory are not searchable yet, the user must mark 

whether the new digitized documents are confidential and select its category before the digitized documents will 

be transferred to the server directory. Once transferred to the server directory, the digitized documents are ready 

for text-extraction.  

 Digitized document that are new or updated on server directory goes through image text extraction 

scanning. This is made possible through Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology. Researchers 

integrated Tesseract OCR add-on on the system to extract text from the image. Tesseract OCR provides users 

good image recognition function, which converts digitized document into searchable text formats. Extracted 

texts will be saved to the database and will be used to as the image keyword for image. Once saved to the 

database, the digitized document is ready to be search. Although there are some limitations the OCR can extract 

and recognize characters, Tesseract OCR has eighty percent (80%) accuracy on recognizing characters which 

means extracting and resulting to misspelled words or trash characters are inevitable.  

 Confidentiality was mentioned in statement above, confidential digitized document is not confidential if 

security for digitized document is not involved. With this matter, the researchers encrypted the confidential 

digitized document using the Rijndael encryption algorithm which is accessible and usable with Visual Basic by 

importing security cryptography library. By using Rijndael encryption algorithm, users will be unable to open 

the digitized document on the server directory unless the user will send a permission request to have a copy of 

the confidential image from the administrator or the user is in the same department as the user who submitted 

the confidential digitized document. On administrator’s approval of copying the confidential digitized 

document, the system will decrypt the digitized document and will send a copy to the user on his local directory 

then will encrypt back the digitized document afterwards. In this method, the confidential digitized document 

will be kept secured especially from the unauthorized user who will attempt to access the server directory 

directly. 

 

Data Flow Diagram of Client-Server: 

 Figure 5 shows the client-server data flow using system architecture. The data transmission starts when the 

user uploads digitized documents on the local directory. The local directory crawler recognizes and detects the 

stored files on the local directory, and then the user chooses and categorizes the detected digitized documents 

that will be moved to the server directory. On the server side, the transferred files will be organize on the folder 

name sequence: Department name, category name, username and batch name if given. If the file is confidential, 
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folder named “confidential” will be placed before the department name. With the organized folders, the real-

time crawler will automatically recognize the new digitized documents according to its category and publicity 

status then will go through text-extraction process and finally the file information will be stored in the database. 

Confidential digitized documents that are automatically uploaded inside the folder named “confidential” will be 

recognized as confidential file. Confidential digitized documents will be going through encryption after saving 

the file information to the database.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Client-Server Architecture. 

 

 The real-time digitized document crawler runs during computer system runtime. It checks every time if the 

image filename and its image directory path has already exist on the database. Until it detects new or updated 

digitized document, text extraction, encryption and saving to the database, will be executed again. This crawling 

process is on repeat on the server side and client won’t be able to retrieve digitized document if the server is 

down.  

 Back on client-side, searching using the search engine reads through the database first looking for the 

matching search string given by the user. If there is matching strings, the database will return a result back to the 

search engine, and then the search engine will look through to the server directory searching if the returned 

results exist. Digitized documents on the returned results that exist on the server directory will be displayed back 

to the search engine as the final result of the search. Retrieving digitized document will lead the user to the 

server directory path where the file is located. But before going directly to the file directory, the file will go 

through first on checking if the file is public or confidential. Confidential files will go through decryption, 

sending, and encryption process unlike public files which will automatically pass through to the server directory. 

Confidential files will be copied to the user’s local directory instead of directing the user to the confidential file 

directory on the server, but of course with the administrator’s approval of the user of copying the confidential 

file.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Search and Security Results: 

 
 

Fig. 6: Screenshot of search Engine user-interface. 

 

 Figure 6 shows the search and retrieval engine front-end user-interface. When the user input a word or 

phrase in the search box the system retrieves the digitized documents which contain the word or the phrase that 

the user has entered. The user can click the filename on the list view in order to view the chosen document, the 

file can be viewed in the image viewer in the right portion of the screen view. The system can also choose a 

specific category in searching. 
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Fig. 7: Screenshot of Confidential Representation. 

 

 Figure 7 shows pixelated representation when searching for a confidential digitized document. If the user 

wants to grab a copy on confidential file, the user has to request a permission on the administrator unless the 

user is on the same department as the user who uploaded the digitized document. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: Screenshot of Confidential Files. 

 

 Figure 8 shows the on how the file will look when categorized as confidential and encrypted on server 

directory. 

 

Crawler Results:  

 

 
 

Fig. 9: Screenshot of Crawled images. 

 

 The figure 9 shows the pending images that has been crawled by the system. After the user has uploaded 

files to the directory, the crawler automatically find the newly uploaded digitized documents and these 

documents are seen in the pending images tab. The user can check the desired images that they wanted to 

categorize or have it as a batch file. 

 
Table 1: System Usability Result. 

 
 

 Based on the answers that the researchers have gathered from the respondents that shows in Table 1. On the 

part of needing for assistance in using the system, forty-five percent (45%) of the respondents said that they 
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need assistance to be able to use the application system while fifty-five percent (55%) of them no longer need 

assistance in using it. Forty percent (40%) of the respondents said that the system is unnecessarily complex and 

sixty percent (60%) is on the opposite side. The respondents were also asked if they were convinced that this 

application is well integrated and believed that most of the people would learn to use this application quickly, 

ninety-five percent (95%) said that yes, they believe and they are convinced while five percent (5%) of them 

don’t. Twenty-five percent (25%) said that it is very cumbersome or awkward to use this application and 

seventy-five percent (75%) of them said that it is not awkward to use this application. They were also asked if 

they are confident enough to use the system application, ninety percent (90%) or majority of the respondent are 

confident in using this application, while ten percent (10%) are not. When asked about the need of learning a lot 

of things before they could get going with the system and twenty percent (20%) of the respondents thought that 

there were too much inconsistency while the eighty percent (80%) said that there was no inconsistency in the 

application., one hundred percent (100%) of them wanted to use this application and they saw this system easy 

to use. On the part of needing for assistance in using the system, forty-five percent (45%) of the respondents 

said that they need assistance to be able to use the application system while fifty-five percent (55%) of them no 

longer need assistance in using it. Forty percent (40%) of the respondents said that the system is unnecessarily 

complex and sixty percent (60%) is on the opposite side. The respondents were also asked if they were 

convinced that this application is well integrated and believed that most of the people would learn to use this 

application quickly, ninety-five percent (95%) said that yes, they believe and they are convinced while five 

percent (5%) of them don’t. Twenty-five percent (25%) said that it is very cumbersome or awkward to use this 

application and seventy-five percent (75%) of them said that it is not awkward to use this application. They were 

also asked if they are confident enough to use the system application, ninety percent (90%) or majority of the 

respondent are confident in using this application, while ten percent (10%) are not. When asked about the need 

of learning a lot of things before they could get going with the system and twenty percent (20%) of the 

respondents thought that there were too much inconsistency while the eighty percent (80%) said that there was 

no inconsistency in the application. 

 

System Benchmark: 

 The researchers tested a sample image of sized 2MB with fuzzy text characters on time for copying from 

local directory, detecting, text extracting and encrypting. 

 
Table 2: Copying Time Scale. 

 
 

 Table 3 Time Scale for Copying, Detecting, Extracting, and encrypting a 2MB file size. 

 In the table 3, it shows the time scale for copying from local directory, detecting, text extracting and 

encrypting. It takes seventeen (17) seconds and four (4) milliseconds for a 2MB file to be searchable on 

confidential, while it takes sixteen (16) seconds and sixty-three (63) milliseconds to a 2MB file on public. With 

the long time taken for 2MB file size to be searchable, files under 2MB can be searchable faster than the time 

shown above. 

 The Table 3 shows the result on system functionality. The overall total average rate of its functionality is 

4.7 over 5.0. It is strongly agreed by the respondents that the system is satisfactory functional on searching, 

retrieving, securing, and detecting of digitized documents. 

 

5. Conclusion and Recommendations: 

 The study aimed a system for real-time crawler for digitized documents and search and retrieval engine for 

users with text-based searching and file encryption feature.  

 

Conclusion: 

 The researchers have done demonstration and survey in order to evaluate the outcome of the system, 

whether the inabilities of the existing digitization system and the objectives of the study have been complied. 

The result of the survey has been gathered and tabulated according to functionality and usability.  

 The system was well-acknowledge by the respondents as a very helpful system to organize digitized 

document, find for digitized document easily and efficiently and secure the confidential digitized document 

well, though the real-time crawler and text-extraction process was not well-introduced and considered to be kept 

as a hidden process to not confuse the respondents from the complexity of the processes involved on the whole 

system. Thus, the system also received some recommendations and comments for lacking some feature and 

more thorough studies. Based on the results of the survey, it is concluded that using the applications helps users 
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to find for a digitized document fast and easy and automatically detects the new digitized document once 

transferred to the server.  

 
Table 3: Functionality Testing Result. 

 
 

Recommendations: 

 The researchers found inevitable problems during the development of the system and testing. To further 

enhance and improve the study, the following issues were recommended to future research.  

1. Optical character recognition should produce better accuracy on recognition and extraction. The accuracy on 

the proposed system is on 80% only and prone to extract trash characters which are considered to be a hindrance 

on searching.  

2. Searching result must have a ranking according to its percentage on similarity. The current searching 

algorithm has no ranking algorithm and so must be provided on future works.  

3. Search strings should be highlighted inside the digitized document on previewing search result.  

4. Files inside the server should be undeletable.  
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